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Abstract—As an important cyber-enabled application, online video recommendation is seeing significant interest from both industry
and academia. To effectively recommend video content becomes a popular research topic. However, it has been found that existing
recommendation methods based on video affective analysis ignore the temporal factor, leading to poor performance especially when
the order of emotion components does affect the recommendation quality. This motivates us to study the feature of emotion fluctuation,
which we call Temporal Factor of Emotion (TFE). In this paper, a novel recommendation method based on the Grey Relational Analysis
(GRA) is proposed to tackle this problem. GRA preserves the temporal factor of objects during analysis and is suitable for analyzing
systems with unknown correlation (a set of independent videos). In our work, firstly, specific video features are extracted and mapped
to the well-known Lovheim emotion-space, through the SVMs (Support Vector Machine). Then, GRA is applied to compute the
quantitative relation among videos by using extracted emotions as factors. Finally, a pick-filter pattern and GRA-based
recommendation method under the Fisher model are proposed. To evaluate the performance of our method, an online video
recommendation system is developed. Experimental results of both user study and parameter evaluation demonstrate that the
GRA-based method can improve accuracy of video affective analysis and performance of video recommendation.

Index Terms—Video affective analysis, video recommendation, cyber-enabled application, cyber social computing, grey relational
analysis
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1 INTRODUCTION

MULTIMEDIA is an essential component of social in-
formation dissemination. With tremendous increase

of online video marketing, how to retrieve user’s favorite
video from massive cyber data automatically becomes the
topic that both the industry and academia are concerned
about. As a result, video analysis and recommendation
plays an important role in cyber-based social media.

In recent years, much work has been done in the field of
recommender system. Collaborative filtering, which is see-
ing significant interest from industry [1], is one of the most
widely used approaches for developing recommender sys-
tems. More recently, this approach has been widely applied
for delivering recommendations in many popular platforms
such as Youtube [2] and the BellCore Video Recommender
System [3]. A major advantage of the collaborative filtering
approach is that it can discover new points of interest
without the need of explicit domain knowledge. On the
other hand, it also suffers from some obvious disadvantages.
This method depends largely on the data that describe the
relational network of users and videos. Without adequate
data to support, the performance of collaborative filtering
systems will decline. This is called the data sparsity prob-
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lem.
Recommendation methods based on semantic labels are

also widely used since they are more flexible than the
traditional score prediction and can solve the cold boot
problem well. Semantic labels can be used to profile user
preferences for advanced recommendation algorithms [4]
and to quantize the relationship between different users
and different videos through further semantic analysis.
Clustering algorithms are commonly used in the semantic-
label based method to build community effect (i.e., who
gather in a certain virtual community on the Internet with
similar interests to share certain resources). For example,
Douban.com is a typical semantic label-based recommen-
dation system. However, the semantic label-based methods
in the coarse-grained analysis only provide an abstract but
not detailed profile of videos. Therefore, some intrinsic
attributes will be lost compared with the methods based
on affective analysis.

In [5], Niu et al. propose a recommendation method
based on the clustering algorithm, which computes the
similarity between two videos using V-A graphs and adopts
a spectral clustering algorithm for video recommendation.
They apply affective video analysis to a website system
called Affivir but not consider the temporal factor of
emotion in their method. Therefore, when analyzing those
videos with similar affective compositions but different af-
fective representation orders, they fail to achieve satisfactory
results.

Usually there are several core emotions in a video, which
alternately appear in a temporal order. The sequence of
these emotions is defined as the Temporal Factor of Emotion
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(TFE) in this paper. In the field of filmmaking, different
splicing sequences of short clips result in various repre-
sentations of the meaning of the film. This is is known as
‘montage sequence’. Similar to montage sequence, different
TFEs also affect authentic emotional semantics in a video. A
simple example is a case of two videos which contain two
emotions. One contains happiness followed by sadness but
the other in a reverse order. These two videos may have
low affective similarity, but using the method in [5] or other
common categorizers the opposite result is achieved. As
a result, a more precise video affective analysis should be
conducted to distinguish these situations. In fact, this paper
demonstrates that GRA (Grey Relational Analysis) is a feasi-
ble solution. We adopt GRA to video affective analysis and
propose a novel recommendation method based on GRA
to improve the performance of recommendation systems.
In this method, GRA compares different videos according
to the temporal order and computes the value of similarity
of compared videos. Besides, the affective features used by
GRA are also organized in the time series, called emotional
curves or emotional sequences. Therefore, if the accuracy of
video features (including acoustic features, visual features
and film grammar features) can be guaranteed, the results
generated by this method will be more reliable than before.

In this paper, we designs a novel temporal emotion-
aware video recommendation algorithm which could be
applied to the online video website. It combines common
cyber social computing techniques, such like user preference
analysis and modeling, with the emerging technique, video
affective analysis, to complete the video recommendations.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) First, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first time
that grey relational analysis−which is usually used
in trend prediction − has been applied to affective
analysis. Particular modifications have been made
to the method for processing affective features.

2) Second, the concept ‘TFE’ is proposed in this paper.
During the process of affective feature extraction
and similarity analysis, TFE is preserved to achieve
better effects than traditional clustering or classify-
ing.

3) Third, the GRA-based method has good scalability.
The similarity matrix generated by GRA could also
be used by other personalized affective models ac-
cording to our pick-filter pattern. This work facili-
tates the development of other cyber social compu-
tational models and cyber-enabled applications.

The paper is organized into the following sections.
Section 2 discusses the related works, including affective
models and researches in affective analysis. The framework
of the proposed method is shown in Section 3. Section 4
highlights the key technology in this work, including the
extraction of video features, the transformation from video
features to affective features and the process of obtaining
similarity values by GRA. In section 5, experiments are
executed to demonstrate the performance of GRA-based
method. Section 6 is the conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Emotion Models
Generally, the existing emotion models can be classified
into two categories: discrete (or categorical) emotion model
and dimensional emotion model [6]. In the discrete emotion
models, emotions are normally discrete and belong to cer-
tain basic emotion sets. Consequently, many classifications
[21-26] in discrete models are adopted for affective analysis.
While dimensional emotion models attempt to conceptu-
alize human emotions by defining where they lie in two
or three dimensions. Most dimensional models incorporate
valence and arousal or control dimensions [7].

In the discrete affective theory, a classic example is the
work of Paul Ekman and his colleagues’ cross-cultural study
of 1972 [8], in which they concluded that the six basic
emotions are anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and
surprise. Mowrer (1960) proposed just pleasure and pain as
the basic emotional states, the onset and offset of which are
related to hope, fear, disappointment, and relief [9]. Frijda
firstly identified 18 basic emotions in 1986, however, he
proposed only 6 basic emotions in another article published
in 1987 [10]. In Table 1 we list various types of discrete
emotion models proposed by different researchers [11], in
which the basic emotions range from 2 to 10.

TABLE 1
Various Definitions of Emotions from Researchers

Researchers Basic Emotions

Arnold anger, aversion, courage, dejection, desire,
despair, dear, hate, hope, love, sadness

Ekman anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise

Fridja desire, happiness, interest, surprise, wonder,
sorrow

Izard anger, contempt, disgust, distress, fear, guilt,
interest, joy, shame, surprise

James fear, grief, love, rage

McDougall fear, disgust, elation, subjection,
tender-emotion, wonder

Mower pain, pleasure
Panksepp anger, disgust, anxiety, happiness, sadness

Plutchik acceptance, anger, anticipation, disgust, joy,
fear, sadness, surprise

Tomkins anger, interest, contempt, disgust, distress,
fear, joy, shame, surprise

Watson fear, love, rage

Dimensional affective analysis commonly employs the
dimensional emotion model for affective state computation.
The most popular dimensional model in affective analysis
is the Valence-Arousal Model proposed by Thayer [12], [13].
There are several advanced models based on V-A model,
for example, Circumplex Model [14], Vector Model [15],
Plutchik ’s Model [16] and etc. The Circumplex model was
the first one to demonstrate that different emotions are inter-
related in a highly systematic fashion, which could be rep-
resented by a spatial circle model. The positive activation-
negative activation (PANA) model of emotion, originally
created by Watson and Tellegan in 1985 [17], separates
spatial systems of emotion into two distinct classes, positive
affect and negative affect.

In 2012, Lovheim proposed a direct relation between
specific combinations of the levels of the signal substances
dopamine, noradrenaline and serotonin and eight basic
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emotions. A three-dimensional model, the Lovheim cube
of emotion [18], was presented where the signal substances
form the axes of a coordinate system, and the eight basic
emotions are placed in the eight corners as Fig. 1.

In our research, with the aim of extracting enough af-
fective features to characterize different videos uniquely,
eight emotions (including shame, contempt, enjoyment, fear,
distress, surprise, interest and anger) in the Lovheim cube
are applied as our basic emotion set. The reasons why we
choose the Lovheim cube as our emotion model are as
follows: 1) The cube reveals the scientific nature of Tomkins’
classification from a biological point of view and shows
the spatial distribution of these emotions explicitly; 2) This
model puts classic discrete emotions to three-dimensional
space to minimize the overlap and maximize the coverage
of emotions; 3) In other classification systems of emotion,
these eight emotions are statistically the most frequent labels
[19]–[21].
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Fig. 1. the Lovheim Cube Model.

2.2 Affective Analysis & Recommendation System
Different emotion modeling approaches have to be adopted
according to the needs of the particular solution. Discrete
emotion models are applied in research which perform
specific affective classifications [22] or analyze mapping re-
lationships between the video features and certain emotions
[23], [24]. In the work of [25], the classification of affective
content only involves comedy and horror films, extracting
the affective content by detecting audible emotional events
such as laughter, horror sound effects, etc. In the work
of [26], for creating indices for users to access interested
movies, Xu et al. not only capture emotion types (Anger,
Sad, Fear, Happy and Neutral) from movie segments using
Hidden Markov Model (HMM), but also analyze the emo-
tion intensity (High, Medium, Low) by using Fuzzy C-mean
Clustering, which constructs a hierarchical framework of
affective analysis. In their later work [27], they changed the
emotion type classifier to conditional random fields (CRF).

For the application of dimensional emotion models, the
works of Hanjalic and Xu are highly representative [28]–
[31]. In [29], they proposed a model to represent affective
video content named Valence-Arousal (V-A) Graph. Model-
ing V-A Graph by linear feature combinations, arousal and
valence values of video are extracted and drawn as curves
in a two-dimensional affective space. However, when we
need to collect ground truth from experimental subjects, the

V-A Graph model is usually obscure for ordinary people to
annotate data directly. Compared with dimensional models,
discrete models are pretty simple and effective in expressing
common and specific emotions. In another work of [32],
Zhang et al. advances the V-A Graph by adding emotional
descriptions in different quadrants of V-A space and design
a system called i.MV to realize the visualization of affective
features in videos. This work also considers personalization
of emotion, constructing a personalized affective model us-
ing Support Vector Regression (SVR). However, they place
their center of attention on affective visualization and re-
trieval, dismissing the potential of video recommendation
using the same pattern.

There have been ongoing research interest in personal-
ized recommendation system, but it is a comparatively new
field. Multimedia systems which consider personalization
as a key factor are few but seen some recent successes [33]–
[36]. In current personalization approaches, feedback as well
as user-profiling play important roles in capturing user’s
preferences. Exploiting user profiles, including the user’s
viewing behavior, playback history, and implicit feedback,
PTV plus [37] supplement meagre item profiles to solve the
sparsity in collaborative filtering approaches. In the online
personal newspaper recommendation system WebMate
[38], the user profile is denoted as a bag of keywords to
represent the user’s preferences, which is updated dynami-
cally with user input increasing. Although WebMate aims
to an effective personal content recommendation, too much
intervention from users leads to a poor user-experience.

At present, multimedia systems achieving personaliza-
tion by affective analysis and personalized affective model
are still scarce. However, it can be said that early analysis
demonstrates that affective analysis lays a good foundation
for personalized recommendation. Hanjalic has elaborated
the potential of enhancing the performance of content rec-
ommendation of future PVR (personal video recorder) and
VOD (video on demand) systems through affective video
content analysis in [30].

3 THE GRA-BASED METHOD DESIGN
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Fig. 2. Framework of GRA-based method.

Before providing a brief introduction to our method, the
concepts of video features and affective features need to be
differentiated. Video features means those features which
can be directly extracted from video resources, including
acoustic features, visual features and features related to film
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grammar. In some papers as in [32], the concept of affective
features is considered to be the same as video features
defined above. However, in this paper, affective features
refers to the emotion values obtained from the supervised
learning.

The GRA-based method is shown in Fig. 2. This method
includes three main procedures: extraction of video features,
transformation from video features to affective features
and generation of similarity by GRA. In the first step, the
target video is fragmented into several time windows to
be analyzed separately and 19 video features are extracted
from every segment as the eigenvalues. Next, eight trained
SVMs, which are trained on our own dataset containing
4000 video clips, are applied for mapping the intensity value
of each emotion separately according to the eigenvalues of
this segment. After obtaining all the emotion values, we
recombine all segments as well as their emotion values in
the original order. The eight generated emotional sequences
are called affective features of the video. Next, the GRA
algorithm is applied to generate the similarity of every two
videos by comparing the fitting trend of different emotion
curves. Under the transformation of GRA, any video set
corresponds to a similarity matrix and the matrix can be
used in the subsequent recommendation module.

4 THE GRA-BASED METHOD IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, the realization of video features and methods
used to extract video features are introduced in subsection
4.1. The process of transferring video features to corre-
sponding affective features, and the details of our SVMs are
discussed in subsection 4.2. In subsection 4.3, key steps of
GRA, which are adapted to fit our problem, are elaborated.
Then a possible recommendation method combining GRA
and Personalized Affective Model is proposed in subsection
4.4.

4.1 Video Features Extraction

For considering different factors that affect the emotion
states of video, nineteen video features are contained to
characterize a video, including eight acoustic features, eight
visual features, and three film grammar features.

All eight acoustic features are extracted from audio
channel of the videos with the frequency of 11025 Hz.
Sound energy, sound centroid, spectral contrast, harmony
and silence ratio are the acoustic features extracted in this
paper. Sound energy represents the loudness of sound [29].
Sound centroid denotes the pitch of the sound [39]. Spectral
contrast features contain sub-band peak, sub-band valley
and sub-band contrast, which were first proposed in Lu’s
work [40]. Zero crossing Rate (ZCR) is a widely used
feature in audio signal analysis, which could be defined
as “the rate at which the signal changes from positive to
negative or back” [32]. Harmony is computed from the
Fourier Transform of the audio signal [41], and silence ratio
is the proportion of the time duration of silent sound to
the entire time length. In total eight visual features are
extracted in this paper. Darkness ratio and brightness ratio
are the proportion of dark pixels and bright pixels to all
the pixels, respectively. Darkness ratio and brightness ratio

TABLE 2
Video Features Extracted in Our Work

Genre Feature

Acoustic Features

Sound Energy
Sound centroid
Sub-band Peak
Sub-band Valley .
Sub-band Contrast
Zero crossing Rate
Harmony
Silence ratio

Visual Features

Darkness ratio
Brightness ratio
Warm-cool Color
Heavy-light Color
Active-passive Color
Hard-soft Color
Saturation
Color energy

Film Grammar Features
Motion activity
Shot change rate
Motion

are extracted in the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color space
[42]. Color emotion is calculated in the CIELAB color space
and the equations used in this paper are taken from [43].
Saturation of a video segment is the average saturation of
all frames in the video [44]. Color energy is another visual
descriptor, which depends on the saturation in a frame,
and the method to compute it is proposed in [45]. Three
film grammar features are extracted in this paper. Motion
activity represents changes between adjacent two frames k
and k + 1 in a video. In actual computation, the average
magnitude of all motion vectors is regarded as the motion
activity value of a video. The method used to extract motion
activity feature is taken from to [29]. The other two features
measure the frequency and the scope of shot motion. And
their extraction method is proposed by [5].

4.2 Affective Features Acquisition

4.2.1 Framework of mapping Video Features to Affective
Features
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This framework (Fig. 3) shows the process of obtaining
emotional sequences. It is a universal framework and can
be applied to any video which acts as a raw resource to
be used for extracting affective features. In the first step,
the video is fragmented into time windows of ten-second
length, and each with nine-second overlaps. Next, video
features of each unit are computed using the methods
described in Section 4.1, creating a feature vector with 19
eigenvalues. This feature vector is then fed as the input
to eight SVMs respectively to obtain eight emotion values.
Finally, recomposing eight emotion values separately as the
original order of these frames, we obtain eight emotional
sequences, which reflect emotional fluctuation of this video
in temporal order. Since the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
algorithm plays a key role in the process of mapping video
features to affective features and a brief introduction of our
SVM is offered in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.2 Support Vector Machine Classification
In the field of multimedia affective analysis, different clas-
sifiers such as the Hidden Markov Model [25], Dynamic
Bayesian [46], Artificial Neural Network [47] and SVM [48],
[49], are frequently used. Among all classifiers, using con-
vex quadratic optimization, the SVM model stands out for
achieving a globally optimal solution which exceeds neural
network models. At present, SVM has outperformed well-
known classifiers in several branches field of multimedia
affective analysis such as speech emotion recognition [50],
emotion extraction from images [51] and music retrieval
[32].

When it comes to the training of our SVMs, the training
dataset is made up of 4000 clips manually segmented by
us from 124 movies. The movies are from various genres,
including action, comedy, thriller, romance, etc. Languages
are Chinese, English, Spanish, Japanese, and Korean. In the
data set, the length of 1588 clips is about 5 seconds; 2291
clips last about 10 seconds, and the rest are of 20 seconds
or more in length. We try our best to promise that different
emotions could be covered by these clips. All the movie
clips are annotated with the intensity of eight emotions
divided into 5 grades: 0-0.2, 0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6, 0.6-0.8, and
0.8-1.0, corresponding to very weak, weak, normal, strong,
and very strong respectively. It needs to be mentioned that
the annotations can have decimal values.

20 volunteers are recruited to watch the clips and an-
notate eight values according to their impressions after
watching each clip. These ten volunteers are divided into
two groups and each annotates half of the total videos. In
this work, we do not classify a video clip to one certain
emotion class. For each clip, we request our volunteers to
annotate eight values, representing the emotional intensities
of eight emotion classes respectively. The average value of
the annotations from different volunteers will be regarded
as the ground truth. What we should mention in this process
is that we use the induced emotion (The induced emotion is
the emotion that a viewer feels in response to the movie.) to
annotate all clips and the video clip need to be re-annotated
if the variance of any emotion annotations is bigger than
0.05.

In this paper, we adopt LIBSVM [52] to train and
generate our SVM models. For the aiming of realizing a

regression task (mapping certain emotions in videos to their
corresponding intensities ranging from 0 to 1), the strategy
of One vs. Rest (OvR) is used to reduce the training time.
VF (video feature) of a video are fed as the inputs to the
SVM with the Gaussian radial basis function kernel (RBF
kernel) and the output is the predicted intensity of certain
emotion of this video. As for realizing the soft margin, we
adopt hinge loss as the loss function of the SVM, where the
controlling parameters have been evaluated for c ∈ (0, 10).

Actually, for choosing the best model to handle with
video data, we conduct a brief comparison of four common
candidates, BP Neural Network, SVM, k-Nearest Neighbor
and Linear Discriminant Analysis. All 4000 annotated data
are fed into these models respectively. The ten-time ran-
domly stratified ten-fold cross validation is used to evaluate
the classification accuracy.

TABLE 3
The classification accuracies of current popular models on 4000

annotated video clips.

Parameters Value

BP Neural Network 70.22%
SVMs 71.05%
k-Nearest Neighbor 64.79%
Linear Discriminant Analysis 42.38%

4.3 GRA Algorithm
4.3.1 Algorithm Design
Grey relational analysis is a mathematical statistics method
used to find out the numerical relationship between factors
in a system and is usually applied to analyze the devel-
opment trend of systems [53]. So it preserves TFE well
by analyzing the fitting degree of emotional curves in a
temporal order. Moreover, it makes up for the dependency
of the number of data samples and typical probability
distributions required in regression analysis and principal
component analysis. Due to these characteristics, grey rela-
tional analysis has been widely used in trend prediction and
system performance evaluation. However, in this paper, we
apply this method in video similarity analysis, processing
affective features of video and generating the similarity
matrix.
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Fig. 4. Input data sample from the movie: “Kingsman”.

The emotion sequences of a video (shown as Fig. 4)
mapped from video features can be regarded as a matrix
whose two dimensions are time and emotional intensity. The
input data of our algorithm are such two feature matrices,
which belong to two videos respectively. And the fluctu-
ating range of emotion intensity is positively correlated
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from 0 to 1. Before computing the similarity of two videos,
we need to modify these two matrices to be in the same
scale. The method will be introduced in Section 4.3.2. After
obtaining two comparable feature matrices, we construct
the absolute-difference matrix |matrixA − matrixB| first.
Then, the max value ∆(max) and the min value ∆(min)
in the absolute-difference matrix are calculated and we
transform all numbers in the absolute-difference matrix into
correlation coefficients using Eq. 1.

ξij =
∆(min) + ρ ∗∆(max)

xij + ρ ∗∆(max)
(1)

xij is the original number in row i and column j of the
absolute-difference matrix. And ρ is the solution factor,
which ranges from 0 to 1 and usually has a value of 0.5.
Next, we compute the weight of every independent emo-
tion. Here we use a new deviation method called maximizing
deviation method shown in Eq. 2 instead of the standard
empirical method to obtain the weights. In this method,
if the deviation of a certain emotion from others is large,
it is considered to be the more dominant emotion used in
similarity profiling and needs to be weighted more. The
weight applied by this method has clear meaning without
subjectivity or randomness.

ωi =

∑n
x=1

∑n
y=1 |ξix − ξiy|∑m

k=1

∑n
x=1

∑n
y=1 |ξkx − ξky|

, st
m∑
i=1

ωi = 1. (2)

Then, we average all correlation coefficients of each col-
umn as the relevancy value of each emotion. This is rep-
resented as ri, i ∈ {A, I, Su,E,C, Sh, F,D}. {A, I, Su,E,
C, Sh, F,D} is the set of emotion labels and each symbol
represents an abbreviation of the emotion: anger - A, interest
- I, surprise - Su, enjoyment - E, contempt - C, shame -
Sh, fear - F and distress - D. Weighting all the ri, the final
relevancy r is obtained by Eq. 3.

r =
m∑
i=1

[
1

n

n∑
j=1

(ωi ∗ ξij)]. (3)

In our database, all r will be stored in the relevancy matrix,
which is used in producing sorting list.∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1 2 3 4 5 6 ...
1 0.539856 0.551152 0.60098 0.609966 0.567632 0.585947
2 0.652248 0.528555 0.541819 0.587057 0.567925
3 0.483545 0.552003 0.68211 0.616875
4 0.578964 0.480141 0.522891
5 0.549945 0.584513
6 0.567374
... ...

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4)

4.3.2 Emotional Curves Modification
For applying GRA to analyze affective features, a notable
problem is that how to compare videos which have different
durations. For solving this problem, we propose a method
that reconstitutes the longer video to make every two videos
comparable - we call this the “peak-valley method”. Com-
pared with alignment methods, this method prevents the
loss of affective features. We profile the emotion sequences
into emotional curves in the two-dimensional space. In
emotional curves, we define a peak as “the point which
is larger than its three points front, forming monotonically
increasing, and larger than its three points behind, forming
monotonically decreasing” and a valley as “the point which
is smaller than its three points front, forming monotonically

Algorithm 1 Similarity analysis algorithm base on GRA
Input: Emotion Matrices of Video i and Video j, separately

Matrix A and Matrix B. Matrix A as reference matrix,
Matrix B as comparison matrix.

Output: Affective relevancy of Video i and Video j, remark-
ing as r.

1: procedure R(A,B)
2: Modify(A,B)
3: Set m = 8, n← length of A
4: for i = 1→ m do
5: for j = 1→ n do
6: θij ← |Aij −Bij |
7: end for
8: end for
9: pick up max(θ) and min(θ) from Matrix θ

10: for all item ∈ θ do
11:
12: ξij =

min(θ)+ρij max(θ)
θij+ρij max(θ) , where ρij = 0.5.

13: end for
14: for i = 1→ m do
15:
16: ωi =

∑n
x=1

∑n
y=1 |ξix−ξiy|∑m

k=1

∑n
x=1

∑n
y=1 |ξkx−ξky| , st

∑m
i=1 ωi = 1.

17: end for
18: for i = 1→ m do
19: for j = 1→ n do
20: ri+ = ωi · ξij
21: end for
22: ri = ri/n
23: r+ = ri · ωi
24: end for
25: return r . r as the relevancy of Video i and Video j
26: end procedure
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Fig. 5. Peaks and valleys in a enjoyment curve.

decreasing, and smaller than its three points behind, form-
ing monotonically increasing”. Fig. 5 shows an example
of the peaks and valleys. The first step is to build the
mapping relationship between the x-axes of the longer and
the shorter. The second step is to find all the peaks and
valleys of the emotional curve in the longer video and map
them into the coordinate system of the shorter one. Next,
the start point and the end point of the original curve are
projected into the new coordinate system and we link all
the points in turn, using linear functions. The comparison
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between the original curve and the generated curve are
displayed in Fig. 6. It is tested that applying this method
the average approximation degree reaches 83.46%, which is
acceptable to promise the precision of GRA.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between original curve and modified curve.

4.4 The GRA-based Recommendation Method Design

In the practical application, what we need is always per-
sonalized recommendation results. The similarity matrix
exported by our GRA-based method can be applied as
the input data of many common models, such as Support
Vector Regression (SVR) [32], Collaborative Filtering [54]
and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [55] to achieve per-
sonalized recommendation tasks. These models either in-
corporate a user’s profile and his or her affective preferences
or match the relationship between the user’s feedback and
affective features. In practical use, a primary recommen-
dation relationship cloud be generated by the similarity
matrix. Further, depending on the personalized affective
models, personalized recommendation results are obtained,
which achieves better performance and improves the user
experience greatly. In this paper, one potential solution is
proposed based on the Fisher Model, which is simple to
implement and independent of numerous training samples.

In our method, we use the set of videos, which have been
seen by audiences, to predict what they will probably like
to watch. Each training sample is organized as a vector ~xi
consisting of eight emotional values, which are computed
by averaging numbers in each emotional sequence. A dis-
criminant value yi is attached to record user’s two-classes
preference, 1 for like and 0 for unlike. So the training dataset
could be represented as Eq. 5.

D = {(xi, yi)}mi=1, yi ∈ {0, 1} (5)

A trained Fisher Model can be regarded as a line y = ωTx
which separates two classes of objects according to the
projections of objects in this line. Therefore, obtaining an
optimal Fisher Model can be transformed to the following
optimization problem in Eq. 6:

max
ω

J =
||ωTµ0 − ωTµ1||

2

2

ωTΣ0ω + ωTΣ1ω
(6)

where µi and Σi stand for the mean vector and the covari-
ance matrix of class i respectively. After figuring out the
optimum solution by using Eq. 7, we obtain a preference

analysis model that could generate a discriminant value for
each test sample.

ω = S−1(µ0−µ1), where

S =
∑

x∈X0

(x− µ0)(x− µ0)T+
∑

x∈X1

(x− µ1)(x− µ1)T .

(7)

In the Fisher Model, different criteria could be made to
classify videos into the ‘like’ set and the ‘dislike’ set for
a certain user. The criterion we enact in the GRA-based
method is that if the discriminant value of a video is larger
than

y0 =
sωTµ1 + tωTµ0

s+ t
(8)

(where s and t are the amount of positive and negative
samples in the training dataset.), then it is considered to
belong to the set ‘like’ and is considered to be suitable to be
recommended.

As is shown in Fig. 2, when the recommendation task
is required, the GRA-based method provides a sorted list
based on the similar relationship among videos, which can
be called the ‘candidate recommendation result’. The per-
sonalized affective model profiles the user’s preference and
picks up proper videos from the candidate recommendation
result to generate the final recommendation result shown in
the Algorithm 2. This paper will demonstrates that this pick-
filter pattern increases the accuracy of the recommendation
greatly. More further could also be conducted based on
the pick-filter pattern for the personalized affective model
can be replaced by others mentioned above [31][53-54]. In
Section 5, experiments on our developed recommendation
system demonstrate the usability of the recommendation
method.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

5.1 System Introduction & Dataset

For testing the recommendation algorithm, a video recom-
mendation website is developed and TABLE 4 shows a brief
introduction of its configuration.

TABLE 4
Configuration of Our Recommendation System

Frame of fore-end development Frame of back-end server
react.js Django 1.8.1

Local Server Database
Apache 2.4.9 MySql 5.5

Cloud Server Developing Language
Kingsoft Winserver 2008 C++&Python 3.4

Developing Environment
Windows 7

We also build a video database for subjects to watch,
which is different from the dataset we mentioned above.
Our video dataset1 consists of 1000 videos of mp4 format
and the length of these videos range from 30 seconds to 10
minutes. All videos are collected by us from various video
websites (Tencent Video, Youku.com, YouTube.com) and BT

1. www.ldmc.buaa.edu.cn/staff/master/wangshihao/videos.rar
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Fig. 7. User Interface of our system.

Algorithm 2 GRA-based Recommendation Algorithm
Input: Video ID v id (which has been watched and com-

mented).
Output: Recommended list l with top τ recommended

videos.
1: Set S consist of all videos in system, recommended list l
2: procedure G(v id)
3: Transfer v id into Matrix M(v id). . v id’s sequence

file transfers into Matrix A, others transfer into Matrix
B in order

4: for each i ∈ S do
5: if (i! = v id) then
6: Transfer video i into Matrix M(i).
7: ranki = R(M(v id),M(i))
8: end if
9: end for

10: sort of rank.
11: pick up top highest relevancy 2τ candidate videos.
12: while (length(l) < τ) do
13: pick up i which ranki is highest in candidates.
14: if ( UserF ilter(i) ) then
15: add i to l
16: end if
17: remove i from rank
18: end while
19: return l
20: end procedure

community forums (dygod.com, btba.com). Therefore, var-
ious resolutions and visual qualities are represented in our
database. Moreover, videos in the database cover different
genres (movie, game video, news, talk show, sports program
and etc.). However, for the convenience of understanding,
only English and Chinese language videos are involved
during selection.

5.2 Experiment Introduction
In our experiments, 30 volunteers are selected consisting of
13 females and 17 males. To the best of our knowledge, it is a
representative number for promising the validity. Moreover,
these subjects are chosen to have different age-span (from
21 to 51), different hobbies (some like the games, some like
sports and etc.), and different jobs. Each subject is required

to watch at least 30 videos every day and provides their
feedback to the system. Besides, in the Experiment 5.3.1,
annotation works also needs to be done by them.

We divided our experiments and evaluations into two
categories: user study and parameter evaluation. In the part
of user study, two comparative experiments are conducted.
The first experiment is for measuring the precision of rec-
ommendation of the different methods. To obtain enough
ground truth values, subjects are invited to annotate the
emotional value for videos. The criteria used to judge the
precision is the standard error between recommendation
results and user annotations. The second experiment is a
user study that evaluates user satisfaction of various rec-
ommendation methods exploiting the back-end user data
collected from the first week. As for the parameter evalua-
tion part, first five common parameters (Precision, Recall,
Hit Rate, False Positive Rate, Coverage Rate), which are
usually applied to evaluate the performance of a recom-
mendation system, are computed. Next, we compute the av-
erage satisfaction rate of three state-of-art recommendation
methods and use this parameter to evaluate performance
improvement of our method directly. The recommendation
methods used to compare with our GRA-based method are
as follows:

• Random Recommendation–recommend videos ran-
domly from our video database.

• Most Viewed–recommend videos that were watched
most times in our system.

• Highest Rate–recommend videos which received the
highest satisfaction rate.

• Slope one–use the recommendation method proposed
by [56].

• Cluster Algorithm–use the recommendation method
proposed by [5].

The experiment work is carried out for two weeks. In both
weeks our system recommends video by the method of A/B
test, selecting the recommendation method randomly. But
during the second week only three methods are involved to
collect data for Experiment 5.4.2.

5.3 User Study
The user study simulates practical interaction with the rec-
ommendation system and thus reflect the performance of
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our method in a more realistic way. Moreover, we can collect
numerous feedback data from users for further interpreting
the system behavior and conducting quantitative measure-
ments.

5.3.1 Standard Error Analysis of Different Recommenda-
tion Methods

TABLE 5
Classification of Human Emotions according to the Values and Tenses.

Value Increasing
(+)

Value Decreasing
(-)

Past nostalgic weary
Past Completion satisfied disappointed
Present pleasant painful
Future hopeful anxious

In this experiment, we compute the root mean squared
errors of various methods between recommendation result
and the ground truth. The RMSE (Root-Mean-Square Er-
ror) measures the deviation between the recommendation
and the expectation of audience. First we qualify human
emotions based on the theory in [57]. In TABLE 5, human
emotions have two basic patterns - value increasing (+) and
value decreasing (-). Each pattern has four tenses: past tense,
present tense, past completion tense and future tense. Here
we set a rule to quantify these emotions: value increasing
is represented by a positive number and value decreasing
is represented by a negative number. According to the im-
pact strength to humans, past tense, past completion tense,
present tense and future tense separately correspond to the
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. For example, “anxious” is denoted by
−4 under this rule. And −4 is called the affective index of
“anxious”. Then we request 30 subjects to annotate the 100
videos randomly chosen from our database. Subjects need
to annotate each video with only one label from TABLE 5
according to their affective understanding. We will pick up
the label that appears the most times as the final annotation
for each video. In this experiment, we adopt the pattern in
which one subject watches a video and comments it, then
a recommendation list generates. Usually different methods
will generate various recommendation lists after capturing
the preference of audience. RMSE is used to evaluate the
mean deviation between recommended videos and watched
videos. For each recommendation method, this pattern is
conducted for 15 rounds per subject and the result of each
round is exhibited in Fig. 8.

RMSEj =

√√√√ 1

|τ |
∑
i∈τ

2(τ + i− 1)(rij − rj)
(τ + 1)τ

(9)

In Eq. 9, rij represents the corresponding affective index
of the video, which ranks in No. i in the recommendation
list. rj is the affective index of trigger video, which is the
video watched before recommendation list generating. τ is
the length of recommendation list, which is set as 10. We
also weighted videos in the recommendation lists according
to their similarity with video j. From the TABLE 6, it is easy
to see that the GRA-based method has the lowest RMSE,
which means that the GRA-based method could capture

the affective similarity and share the most similar affective
understanding with humans.
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Fig. 8. The comparison of RMSE of different methods in 15 rounds (bars
denote standard deviation).

TABLE 6
Comparison Various Recommendation Methods in Root Mean Squared

Errors between Recommended Items and Audience Expectations

Metrics RMSE

Random 1.2511
Most Viewed 1.0362
Highest Rate 1.0766
Slope one 0.9263
Cluster Algorithm 0.3380
GRA-based Method 0.2453

5.3.2 Recommendation Satisfaction Analysis based on A/B
Test
In this experiment, we contrast the user satisfaction of
different methods by recording and comparing the num-
ber of continuously watched videos and their satisfaction
ratings in a session. At first we need to explain the concept
of session in this experiment. Session represents a period
during which subjects watch videos continuously without
any retreat action (including ‘return to the main page’, ‘log-
out’ or ‘log-in again’). Different recommendation methods
would be switched randomly in different sessions. For dif-
ferent methods, the number of continuously watched videos
(Video Number) and the number of ‘like’ that subjects offer
in a session (Content Number) will be stored. Fig. 9 shows
various record distributions of the six methods. The records
in Fig. 9 may have overlaps. Therefore, we mark the number
of records in one point by the darkness. In Fig. 9, the
line ‘y=1/2x’ represents 50% satisfaction rate and line ‘y=x’
represents 100% satisfaction rate since satisfaction rate can
be computed by ContentNumber

V ideoNumber .
TABLE 7 elaborates the concentrated satisfaction interval

in Fig. 9, the confidence level of satisfaction distribution, av-
erage satisfaction and average continuously watched video
number of each method. Thereinto the ‘confidence level’ is
the ratio of the points within the concentrated interval to
all the points (with 10% as the minimum unit). From the
TABLE 7, we could see that random recommendation has
the lowest satisfaction distribution, concentrating around
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Fig. 9. Recommendation satisfaction distribution of different methods (per session).

TABLE 7
Data Statistics for Recommendation Satisfaction Distribution Interval, Confidence Level, Average Satisfaction and Average Continuously Watched

Videos from Figure 9

Metrics Concentrated Satisfac-
tion Interval Confidence Average Satisfaction Average Continuously

Watched Videos

Random 20%-30% 80% 23.96% 7.5
Most Viewed 30%-40% 60% 34.57% 8
Highest Rate 30%-40% 60% 36.33% 8.4
Slope one 50%-60% 80% 59.11% 9.2
Cluster Algorithm 70%-80% 80% 74.64% 10.2
GRA-based Method 70%-80% 80% 78.45% 14.5

20 − 30% (Confidence level reaches 80%). Besides, the
distribution of records are dispersed because the random
method is irregular and unstable; Highest Rate and Most
Viewed have similar data distributions. Recommendation
satisfaction settles around 30% − 40% (Confidence level
reaches 60%). In addition, they both have minor data points
distributed in 70%− 80% but are still unstable. Recommen-
dation satisfaction of Slope one ranges from 50% to 60%
(Confidence level reaches 90%), showing a pretty stable
distribution. Spectral cluster and GRA-based method both
have pretty high average satisfaction, 74.64% and 78.45%
respectively. The records are both concentrated around the
region of 70%− 80% (Confidence level reaches 90%). How-
ever, the GRA-based method excels spectral cluster in the
average number of continuously watched videos (10.2 per
session in the spectral cluster and 14.5 per session in the
GRA-based method), which is proposed as an evaluating
criteria in [5].

5.4 Parameter Evaluation
5.4.1 Comprehensive Performance Analysis of GRA-based
Method
Parameter evaluation usually represents the problem of su-
periority in a more comprehensive term. To use the metrics
for evaluating a recommendation system, it is a common
practice to divide the database as shown in TABLE 8 and
measure the following parameters to evaluate the perfor-
mance of different aspects [58].

TABLE 8
Classification of a Recommendation Item by User Behaviors

Recommended Not Recommended
Content True-Positive(tp) False-Negative(fn)

Discontent False-Positive(fp) True-Negative(tn)

Recommended Not Recommended
Watched True-Positive(tp’) False-Negative(fn’)

Unwatched False-Positive(fp’) True-Negative(tn’)

Precision(P ) =
tp

tp+ fp
(10)
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Recall(R) =
tp

tp+ fn
(11)

HitRate(HR) =
tp′

tp′ + fp′
(12)

FalsePositiveRate(FPR) =
fp

fp+ tn
(13)

CoverageRate(CR) =
tp′ + fp′

totalresources
(14)

Precision refers to the proportion of videos which is
commented as ‘like’ in all recommended videos. A high
precision reflects directly a good performance of recommen-
dation (Eq. 10). Recall stands for the ratio of how many
videos watched come from the provided recommendation,
which could be used to measure user dependence on the
recommendation system (Eq. 11). Hit Rate reflects the ratio
of the number of the recommended videos watched by
the user to the total number of videos recommended. A
high Hit Rate commonly represents that the user trusts the
recommendation system more (Eq. 12). False Positive Rate
is the proportion of the videos which were recommended
but not viewed (Eq. 13) and Coverage Rate represents the
proportion of the videos which have been recommended
from the entire dataset (Eq. 14). In the experiment, the feed-
backs from 30 subjects in using three systems are stored and
used to compute evaluation parameters.TABLE 9 shows the
average values. Ideally we desire high values for Precision,
Recall, Hit Rate, Coverage Rate but a low False Positive Rate
in .

TABLE 9
Parameter Evaluation of GRA-based Method According to the User

Behaviors in Our System

Parameters Value

Precision 0.7437
Recall 0.6667
Hit Rate 0.6688
False Positive 0.1428
Coverage 0.3315

For further comparing the performance of our GRA-
based recommender system with other state-of-the-art
works, we made a comparative experiment with the
MTV retrieval and recommendation system i.MV [32] and
Affivir. We use the MV dataset in Zhang’s work as our
benchmark, which consists of 522 MVs in the MPEG format.
It is convenient for us to make a comparison with i.MV.
The Precision and Recall defined above are still used as
our evaluation parameters. All the 30 subjects participated
in evaluating i.MV and Affivir. TABLE 10 shows the
average values.

The average Precision and Recall of i.MV are 69.5%
and 68.2%. In our system, the Precision has reached 72.3%,
outperforming i.MV and Affivir by 2, 8% and 3.4% re-
spectively. The Recall of GRA-based system reaches 67.9%,
less than i.MV about 0.3% but more than Affivir about
3.7%. The F1 score of these three system are 0.3442, 0.3501
and 0.332 respectively, showing a better performance of our
GRA-based recommender system.

TABLE 10
Comparison of different multimedia recommender system’s recall and

precision.

Recall Precision F1

i.MV 68.2% 69.5% 0.3442
GRA-based
System 67.9% 72.3% 0.3501

Affivir 64.2% 68.9% 0.3320

5.4.2 User Satisfaction Evaluation

The user satisfaction is one of the most direct parameter to
reflect the performance of recommendation algorithms. In
this experiment, we analyze the performance improvement
of the GRA-based method comparing with the other state-
of-art algorithms through the user satisfaction rate. In this
paper, the satisfaction rate can be indicated by videolike

videowatched
.

videolike represents the number of videos that are com-
mented as ‘like’ per user per day and videowatched repre-
sents the number of videos that are watched per user per
day. Fig. 10 exhibits all user satisfaction rate from 30 subjects
under the A/B test and each point denotes the average value
of seven-day’s data.
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Fig. 10. The comparison of users satisfaction rates from 30 subjects in
one-week user study.

From Fig. 10, it can be seen that different subjects pro-
vide various feedback. But the GRA-based method achieves
the best performance according to 19 subjects’ feedback.
Besides, the lowest satisfaction rate appears in the series
of Slope-one, reaching 26.66% and the highest satisfaction
rate comes from the series of Clustering Algorithm, reaching
90.2%. As for our GRA-based method, These rates range
from the lowest 40.6%, coming from UserNo.3 to the high-
est 87.5%, coming from UserNo.16. When it comes to the
average value of overall 30 subjects, the GRA-based method
ranks the top, reaching 70.81%. Slope-one and Spectral
Clustering are 65.35% and 65.66% respectively. Through
such a comparison we could draw the conclusion that
the GRA-based method indeed provides an improvement
in recommendation performance, especially the precision
of personalized recommendation. In our future work, by
extracting more powerful affective features and construct-
ing more advanced personalized affective models, we can
expect to improve the usability and precision to a higher
level.
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6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel recommendation method
based on the Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) to solve the
problem of missing TFE in the video processing. We extract
the affective features in the form of emotional curves and
adopt GRA to analyze video similarity. GRA preserves TFE
by analyzing the fitting degree of emotional curves in the
temporal order. In this paper, 19 video features (including
acoustic, visual and film grammar features) are extracted
by domain methods. Our affective features come from the
Lovheim cube and are mapped through SVMs. GRA com-
putes and generates the similarity matrix by the affective
features of videos. Besides, we discuss the scalability of
the GRA-based recommendation by proposing a pick-filter
pattern. A linear discriminant model is treated as the per-
sonalized affective model and our GRA-based method is
proposed. Finally, we design four experiments to evaluate
the recommendation accuracy of the GRA-based method
and user satisfaction in a practical application. It is demon-
strated that preserving TFE in the process of extracting
affective features and analyzing similarity really achieves
better performance.
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